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Abstract

Using high spatial and temporal resolution spectroscopy, the first direct measurements of the impurity dynamics

during an ELM cycle have been made in the DIII-D tokamak. These measurements confirm that significant impurity

density is expelled by each ELM with the degree of expulsion dependent on the ELM size. The observed perturbation to

the impurity density profile is comparable to that of the electron density, suggesting that all particle species are similarly

affected by the ELM. Impurity confinement in the edge is observed to improve throughout the phase between ELMs

and is associated with a continuous increase in the E · B shear near the edge.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For many years, it has been well established that edge

localized modes (ELMs) in tokamak plasmas play an

important role in controlling the impurity content of

the confined plasma [1]. In particular, ELM-free H-mode

plasmas have been shown to suffer unabated accumula-

tion of both low-Z and high-Z impurities [2,3]. In con-

trast, H-mode plasmas with frequent ELMs generally

have relatively low impurity contamination. However,
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due to the lack of adequately resolved (both in time

and space) measurements of the impurity dynamics asso-

ciated with an ELM, the exact details of the ELM expul-

sion process are still not well known. Recent upgrades in

the DIII-D charge-exchange recombination (CER) spec-

troscopy system [4] have made possible the measurement

of the impurity dynamics during the ELM cycle with

unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. Taking

advantage of this capability, measurements have been

made of the impurity response to the ELM event and

subsequent refueling of the core plasma. These measure-

ments indicate a rapid decrease in the density of fully

stripped carbon (nC+6) in the edge region at each ELM

that is dependent on the magnitude of the ELM

energy loss. Coincident with this decrease, an increase

of nC+6 in the scrape-off layer (SOL) region is observed,
ed.
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confirming the role of ELMs in expelling impurities from

the confined region of ELMing H-mode plasmas.

ELM studies have intensified in recent years as the

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER) design process and associated physics basis has

identified the type I ELMing H-mode regime as the ref-

erence operating mode for ITER [5]. New experimental

and theoretical capabilities have been brought to bear

on the study of ELMs aimed at developing a sufficient

knowledge base such that one can maximize the benefi-

cial effect of ELMs (e.g., impurity removal) while mini-

mizing the unfavorable aspects (e.g., high transient heat

and particle fluxes on plasma facing surfaces). While the

characterization is still far from complete, these studies

suggests that Type I ELMs are ideal, magnetohydrody-

namic (MHD) moderate n (�5 to 20) instabilities origi-

nating near the plasma edge that have limited radial

extent [6]. However, this inference is primarily based

on the response of the electrons, as measurements of

the ion and impurity response have lacked sufficient tem-

poral or spatial resolution. Soft X-ray measurements on

Alcator C-Mod [7] have shown that impurities are ex-

pelled from the edge by each ELM, but due to the

line-integral nature of the measurement and the mea-

surement dependence on the electron density and tem-

perature, details of the expulsion process are difficult

to unambiguously determine. In addition, no informa-

tion is available on the impurity temperature or rotation

response.
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Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of edge impurity profiles during a

set of ELM cycles: (a) fully stripped carbon density; (b)

impurity/ion temperature; (c) poloidal rotation; (d) toroidal

rotation at various radial locations along the outboard

midplane and (e) midplane Da signal. Color scheme is the

same for (a), (b), and (c). For (c) and (d), SOL data is not

included. In this case, the separatrix location is Rsep = 2.29 m.
2. Experimental results

Taking advantage of recent upgrades to the DIII-D

CER system to allow sub-millisecond data framing,

the evolution of the impurity density, temperature, and

rotation have been measured during the ELM cycle

and have revealed several details not previously observa-

ble. This system consists of 40 channels that view across

three separate neutral beams. The spatial resolution for

impurity density and ion temperature (Ti) measurement

is �3 cm in the core plasma and �3 mm in the edge plas-

ma, while the resolution for toroidal and poloidal rota-

tion (vtor and vpol) measurement is �6 cm in the core and

�6 mm in the edge. The resolution in the edge is suffi-

cient to provide detailed information on the profiles in

the high gradient region near the edge of an H-mode

plasma. Recently, this system has been upgraded to

allow excellent signal-to-noise detection at high time res-

olution, allowing accurate determination of the spectral

features (namely brightness, Doppler width, and Dopp-

ler shift) of the detected CER spectra at acquisition rates

never before possible. Data framing times as low as

274 ls have been used successfully. The majority of the

data used for this study was taken with 550 ls framing

times. In the cases discussed here, the C VI n = 8–7 tran-
sition at 5290 A is used. This provides a direct measure-

ment of the density, temperature, and rotation velocity

of C + 6 in the edge plasma.

An example of the quality of data available from this

system is shown in Fig. 1 where the temporal evolution

of nC+6, Ti, vtor and vpol deduced by CER spectroscopy

for several radial locations during a series of ELM

events is shown. Main plasma parameters for this dis-

charge are Ip = 1.3 MA, Bt = �1.75 T, Pinj = 4.3 MW,

fELM = 20 Hz and ne = 8 · 1019 m�3 (no external gas

fueling) in a lower single null configuration. From Fig.

1, it is clear that each ELM causes a significant decrease

in nC+6 on a very short time scale over a limited spatial

region localized near the plasma edge. For each of the

channels in the radial region 2.2 m < R < 2.285 m, a ra-

pid drop in the impurity density is observed coincident

with the ELM event. Note that the time for the data

shown in Fig. 1 represents the central time for the inte-

gration period. The decrease in the case shown in Fig. 1

occurs in no more than one integration period (550 ls),
and possibly less. At the fastest time resolution available

to date of 3.7 kHz (270 ls integration time), the expul-

sion is also observed to occur in less than one integration

period, indicating the expulsion occurs in less than

300 ls. Coincident with this rapid decrease in the edge

plasma is a rapid increase in nC+6 in the midplane
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Fig. 3. Measured perturbation to the nC+6 density for ELMs of

two different sizes (denoted by black and grey) along with

tabulated values of perturbation amplitude: DW elec
total is the

electron energy loss; DnC+6/nC+6 is the fractional carbon

inventory loss; DW Cþ6
conv, and DW Cþ6

total are impurity, convective,

and total energy losses, respectively. The larger ELM is from

the same discharge as that of Figs. 1 and 2.
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SOL (R > 2.285 m). Detailed analysis (using cases with

and without active CER emission) indicates that this in-

crease is almost entirely due to an increase in beam-in-

duced CER emission with only a small increase in

background emission due to thermal charge-exchange

or electron impact excitation.

The relative perturbation to the nC+6 and electron

density ne profiles from measurements taken just before

and after a series of reproducible ELMs is shown in Fig.

2. The CER data framing rate in this case is such that

the data is taken within ±0.55 ms of the ELM. Due to

the lower time resolution of the Thomson scattering

measurements, the ne perturbation is deduced using the

method described in Refs. [8,9]. The excellent spatial res-

olution for nC+6 is made possible by a radial sweep of the

outboard separatrix location during several reproducible

ELMs. From Fig. 2, it is evident that the impurity den-

sity decreases across the region 0:6 < q̂ < 0:97 with the

maximum decrease occurring near q̂ ¼ 0:92. Inside

q̂ ¼ 0:6, the effect of the ELM is negligible. Also evident

from Fig. 2 is that the perturbation to nC+6 is almost

identical to that of ne with both perturbations near

40% of the original density at q̂ ¼ 0:92. Over the limited

data set obtained to date, the radial structure of the per-

turbation in nC+6 is rather insensitive to the ELM energy

loss while the magnitude of the perturbation is observed

to increase with the ELM energy loss (see Fig. 3). The

similarity of the nC+6 and ne perturbations suggests also

that the main ion perturbation will also be quite similar

due to quasi-neutrality constraints. This suggests that

the convective portion of the energy loss due to the

ELM may arise from electrostatic turbulence since

E · B transport should not be species dependent.

Coincident with the rapid decrease in the edge region,

the nC+6 in the SOL is observed to increase dramatically

(see Fig. 3). This increase appears to have significant

radial extent, extending at least 10 cm beyond the

separatrix. The characteristic e-folding length of the

perturbation in the SOL is on the order of 10 cm, which

suggests that the perturbation may extend all the way to

the wall on the outboard midplane. This observation is

similar to the observed electron density response [10].

As shown in the table accompanying Fig. 3, the majority

of the impurity energy transport associated with the
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the relative density decrease caused by

an ELM to nC+6 (black) and ne (grey) profiles versus normalized

radius.
ELM is convective in nature. The impurity convective

and conductive energy losses are defined as DWconv =

3/2�hTiiDnC+6dV and DWcond = 3/2�hnC+6iDTi dV, res-

pectively. Here, hxi indicates an average between the

pre-ELM and post-ELM values, Dx indicates the change

between the pre-ELM and post-ELM values, and the

integral is plasma volume. The two cases in Fig. 3 are

identical except for the use of strong gas fuelling in the

small ELM case, leading to a density roughly 30%

higher. In both cases in Fig. 3, DWconv accounts for

more than 50% of the total impurity energy loss. As

seen before in studies of the electron response, the con-

vective loss fraction increases as the density increases.

However, it should be noted that the plasma density in

these two cases is in a range (ne,ped/nGW = 0.5–0.65)

which represents the upper end of previously reported

results on the electron response. Because of this, it is

difficult to compare the observed perturbations here

with that obtained in previous DIII-D studies of the

electron response to the ELM.

There is evidence from a comparison of response of

the tangential and vertically viewing systems that the

ELM expulsion process occurs in a poloidally localized

region near the outboard midplane. This data is shown

in Fig. 4. The CER beams are turned off in this case;

hence, the intensity in Fig. 4 is the line-integral of elec-

tron excitation emission from C + 5 viewed by each

CER channel. The signal observed during the ELM is

a factor of 100 larger than that observed between ELMs.

Spectral analysis indicates a nearly constant ion temper-

ature of �1 keV for all viewing chords during the ELM,

implying that the observed spectral emission originates
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Fig. 4. Measured spectral brightness versus CER viewing

location [tangency radius for tangentially viewing chords

(circles), radial position atmidplane for vertically viewing chords

(squares)] during an ELM with the CER beams turned off.
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internal to the plasma. The observed radial dependence

of the tangential channels in Fig. 4 is consistent with that

expected in the presence of a radially localized emitting

shell of limited radial extent. CER channels with views

tangent to this emitting shell should measure the largest

signal, suggesting a peak in emission near R = 2.28 m.

This interpretation of the tangential data is consistent

with calculations based on the plasma equilibrium and

CER system viewing geometry and assuming an emit-

ting shell extending from 0:9 < q̂ < 1. However, the lack

of a response on the vertically viewing chords is incon-

sistent with a poloidally symmetric emitting shell in this

region. Estimates indicate that the emitting shell must be

limited to < ±3 cm of the outboard midplane to explain

the vertical channel data in Fig. 4. Simulations of the

non-linear phase of the ELM instability do suggest the

formation of helical structures that have significantly

more toroidal extent than poloidal. More work (includ-

ing time-dependent transport studies) is necessary to

assess whether the degree of poloidal localization

observed in these measurements is consistent with these

simulations.

Subsequent to the ELM event, nC+6 in the SOL rap-

idly drops back near its pre-ELM level and then begins

to increase. This second increase in the SOL lasts for

approximately 10 ms and appears to be uniform in tem-

poral response across the entire SOL measurement

region. Note that nC+6 in the edge plasma during this

time does increase but not nearly as much as that in

the SOL. After this second increase in nC+6 in the SOL,

there appears to be a change in the transport properties

as the edge nC+6 continues to increase while the SOL

nC+6 begins to decrease. This bifurcation occurs very

close to the separatrix and a general increase in the edge

density gradient is observed until the next ELM event.

The timing of this bifurcation is correlated with a bifur-

cation in poloidal rotation velocities in the same region

(see Fig. 1(c)) and the initial development of the Er well

near the separatrix, suggesting that the Er well plays a

role in the observed improvement in edge transport.
Taken altogether, these observations suggest that the

ELM expulsion/refueling process is as follows. At the

ELM event, nC+6 is transported radially outward from

the edge plasma to the SOL. The nC+6 is then trans-

ported rapidly out of the SOL by parallel conduction

along the open field lines to the divertor target. This

pulse of particle flux at the divertor target causes in-

creased recycling throughout the divertor, fueling the

divertor SOL fairly uniformly. The recycled impurity

density is then transported back towards the core region,

resulting in a brief increase in the midplane SOL impu-

rity density. Once this recycling source has diminished,

the impurity density in the SOL is depleted through ra-

dial transport into the core. The edge impurity density

profile then continues to steepen slowly throughout the

intra-ELM phase as impurity confinement continues to

improve in this region.

As an initial step in understanding the observed

impurity transport behavior, a preliminary comparison

of models for ELM transient behavior of C impurity

density in DIII-D LSN discharges has been carried out

using the solps (b2-EIRENE) scrape-off layer transport

code [11]. The solps code implicitly couples a 2-D,

time-dependent description of the edge/SOL plasma

for all ion species of D and C, with the EIRENE 2-D

neutrals transport code. Using this code, various assump-

tions regarding the transport enhancement induced by

the ELM have been examined by enhancing separately

the edge/pedestal transport, SOL transport and then

both together. This choice of assumptions is motivated

by the present ITER impurity transport model [12],

which describes the ELM event as a simultaneous

enhancement of particle and thermal transport through-

out both the edge/pedestal and the SOL regions for 100–

300 ls. We have examined the model sensitivity to this

assumption, enhancing separately edge/pedestal trans-

port (�gradient�), SOL transport (�SOL�) and then both

together (�standard�). The resulting behavior in the mid-

plane region is qualitatively similar for all these assump-

tions: each of the models produces a reduction of nC+6 in

the edge/pedestal region with a subsequent increase in

SOL density and thus core refueling, due to increased

C generation at the target plates. However, there are sig-

nificant differences in the expected divertor behavior,

which was not available for these discharges. To resolve

these differences, simultaneous measurements of the core

nC+6 and spectroscopic imaging of the ELM pulse in the

divertor region are required.
3. Summary

In summary, measurements of the impurity dynamics

during an ELM cycle, made possible by unprecedented

time and space resolved measurements via CER spec-

troscopy of the edge plasma in DIII-D, have revealed
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several interesting features of the impurity transport. At

each ELM, a rapid (<300 ls) expulsion of impurity den-

sity from the edge plasma is observed, which extends as

far in as q̂ ¼ 0:7 with the peak reduction occurring at

q̂ ¼ 0:92. The magnitude of this perturbation increases

as the ELM size increases. The impurity density in the

SOL is observed to increase at the same time with the in-

crease extending outward as far as measurements are

available. The perturbation in the impurity density

caused by the ELM is observed to be almost identical

to that in electron density. This suggests (due to quasi-

neutrality constraints) that the main ion perturbation

is also similar and that the convective energy loss mech-

anism associated with the ELM does not depend on the

particle species. More work is necessary to verify this

observation over a wider range of plasma conditions.
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